Welcome really means...
We at Referrals Unlimited are proud to serve you by providing the same opportunities to your friends,
family and business associates with our multiple streams of passive income. You are NOW entitled to receive
Referral Bonus Checks each and every time any of our Consortium Member Companies are engaged (when a
new customer /client joins our network of businesses).

Enclosed you will find a UNIQUE Referrals Unlimited letter for each of the (9) nine companies listed above.
Each letter will define the “How To” instructions to participate in our Passive Income Programs! Simply
complete online or down load, print, then complete and either scan back into your computer (best way) and
email as an attachment or... fill out the referrals and mail us the hard copy.

Learning “How To” pay your self never gets old and can be an ongoing form of passive income. We
develop databases that clearly defines the interests of our “Private Members” and then we provide “Special
Invites” that directs the referral to the website that can RESOLVE their personal or business needs.

Can you tell me the last time someone...anyone PAID YOU for recommending them to a source that they
received a benefit and or service from? We pay you based on the total number of referrals whom you can
provide ....so the more you give the more you shall receive , its that simple.

Only Referrals Unlimited will compensate you! W hy... because we are a REWARDS based company born
from our Parent company “Mentor Services Unlimited, LLC.” Our Mission is to share our wealth with you
because you are assisting our (9) nine companies by reducing our marketing costs and we “Give Back” as a
(MENTOR) does to our membership.

Mentioning to your referrals that you have benefited in several ways (simply by selecting one of our
(Personal Letters of Introduction) or writing your own has been extremely successful and is a non-obligating
venue that allows each referral to CHOOSE to receive Solutions to their problems or...they can simply keep on
losing time, money and resources without the benefit of their friend’s personal recommendations that worked
for them selves....of-course without any obligation.

Everyone who JOINS our networks will have a resource that EMPOWERS THEM daily and Rewards them
for their loyalty. Tens of thousands of Referrals Unlimited private members have saved and in some cases
made millions of dollars over the many years we have been in business. We have provided our .......
“SUCCESS FORMULAS” TO THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND ...THAT THE JOY OF GIVING TO
OTHERS...IS A CHOICE ...AND ITS UP TO YOU ...AS YOU GIVE ...YOU RECEIVE JOY...CHOOSE
WISELY WHO IS TO BENEFIT!

